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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The Hardinge Cascade Mill was used to grind ore from Faraday 
Uranium Mines, taking primary crusher discharge and reducing it to minus 
8 mesh, except for one fine grinding test, 7-N. The mill was operated 
both dry and wet. 

In both the dry and the wet grinding tests, an increese in 
the feed rate at a constant mill speed resulted in greater power input 
to the mill. However, two dry grinding tests (1 and 4-A) deviated from 
this trend, possibly because they did not last long enough to establish 
equilibrium conditions. 

.From the dry grinding tests 2, 3 and 4-C, using peripheral 
discharge,work indices, based on net power consumptions, of 11.21, 10.27 
and 9.31 wore obtained respectively, while wet grinding tests 1-W and 2.•.e,' 
also using peripheral discharge, yielded work indices'of 9.68 and 11.54 
Thus, with peripheral discharge, dry and wet grinding were about equallY 
efficient. 

• 	 Wet grinding test 6-W, using medium level grate discharge lwas 
an exploratory test to determine what effect an incroase in speed would 
have on the overloading tendency of the mill. It was at the end of this 
test that it was found that the finely ground material had becore packed 
along the periphery of the mill. This packing of ground material appeared 
to be the chief cause of overloading. The net  work index. was 9.68. 

Wet grinding test 7-W, also using medium level grate discharge, 
was a fine-grinding test. The reduction ratio obtained was 522.7 with high 
circulating loads. This resulted in high power consumption, but due to 
high reduction ratio, the not work index was 8041. 

In wet grinding test 8-W medium level grate discharge was also 
used. The overall net power consumption was 3.71 kwhAon and the work 
index, 9.00. 

Net grinding test 9-N, using low level grate discharge resulted 
in the lowest not power consumption of 3.01 kwh/ton nnd the lowest net 
work index of 6.88. In other words, the mechanical efficiency of the mill 
was at its highest, though as in previous wet grinding tests packing of the 
fine-ground material took place along the periphery of the mill» 

enior Engineer and "'Scientific Officer, Mineral Dressing and Procoss 
Metallurgy Division e  Mines Branch, Department of Mines and Technical 
Surveys, Ottawa, Canada. 
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INTRODUCTTON 

In  January 1958, at the request of two largo Canadian 

companion, for specific grinding  1M st; on thoir products, a Harding° 

6 ft x 2 ft Cascade mill, which in an autogonous grinding unit,  was  

installed in the  Minorai  Dressing laboratories of the Mines Branch 

at Ottawa. 

Upon completion of those tests, it was docided to 

take advantage of the  availability of tho mill to carry out a series 

of basic tests in ordor to establish, if possible, the characteristics 

of autogenous grinding. From June 26 to October 21, 1958, dry and 

wot grinding tests wore made, for the following purposes: 

(a) to detormino and compare the not power required to 
product) a -8 mesh product at various speed 
and food rates; 

(b) to determine the effect of mill speed on the grinding 
rate and on the not power consumption; 

(c) to compare the results of wet and dry grinding  tests  
undor the same conditions of fond and speed rates; 

• and, 

as a corollary to (a), (b)  and (c), 

(d) to determine the feasibility of replacing secondary 
crushers and rod mills by an autogonous grinding 
unit, in order to produce a -8 mosh,feed for ball 
mills. 

For those tests  the  Minos Branch obtained 102 tons of ore 

from  Faraday  Uranium Minos Limited, since this mine uses secondary 

crushers and rod mills for th  o preparation of their ball mill feed. 

Later, an additional 51 tons was obtainod by the Hardinge Company 

from the saw mine, making a total of 153 tons of ore treatod. 
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DEFINITTON OF SYMBOLS 

In mis  investigation the name terms and symbols 

will be employed as were used by F. C. Bond in the development of 

his Third Theory of Comminution(1) namely: 

F m 80% passing size in the feed expressed in microns. 

P m 80% passing size of the product expressed in microns. 

Rr 1» reduction ratio bri F/P. 

W work required, in KWh per short ton, to reduce a 
material from F to P. 

N m work index .  It is the amount of work required, KWh/ton, 
to reduce a material from infinite size to 80% passing 
100 microns. 

total work or energy input in KWh per ton required  in 
 order to reduce a feed of infinite size to a definite 

product size. 

The se  terms are related by  the  following formulae, 

which are given by the Third Theory of Comminution» 

t 	
( VF 	) 	  (1) 
(VF  -VF) 

	

= N ( Nfr 	P 	  (2) 
(VF -VP )\11°°  

TEST METHODS AND APPARATUS 

A. Rry Grinding  Tests  

During the dry grinding tests, the peripheral discharge 

arrangement was used. This arrangement consisted of four peripheral 

slotted openings through which the ground material could be discharged 

as the mill rotated. Tho flowsheet used for the dry grinding tests 

is shown in Figure 1» 

Test 1-W was started with tho mill containing an initial 
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load of pobblo:► thilct had boon 1c3Ct ojn,^x ;c.ron^ paevi.ous p reli.minaxy

tr3sts. This initial 1.ofld occup:iod a volume of about one-third

the inner volunw.) of tho ►ni.I"l., but ^•rn.;j not wra.igh,od„ In subsecluent, dry

grinding tests the m,iterin.l 1nft: in the mill at the end of each

tost provided an Initial ix► bble Joad as grinding media for the next

test.

The food ti-vas we:igbed out in tubs, in amounts depending

on the desired feed a°a-k-) , and each tubful of ore was fed to the

mi1l by shovel over a 2 tain period. The mi11 discharge was conveyed

to a No. 18 Sweco scrcaun fitted with a 4-na:),-;h scalping sieve over

an 8-mesh sieve. To z-oduc.o the amount of dust product in the material

transpoxted by the convt>yoi°, a No. 6 C^axa.ge fan was used to coll,act

the dust. iloth the du:at product and the sc2oen undersize were wei.ghed•

During each test , sau ►p:les of the screowundersize, of

the screen oversize, and of the dust products were taken for scr©an

analyses and for dQtcaxm:in,a.txons of the rate of f.tow. A sampla of the

feed was obtained by talcint; evr ► ry ton-th tub of now feed during the

tests and usi.ng, the se trrbc, to mako a composi.tc sample for screen

analysis.

5i^^clfbc 1,I-avâ.ty ciaterminati.ony which had been made

on the ox"e gmvo in average v^1 ► ,►e of 2-6,8-

Tho fo'llow_ï.nl; p:ïc ► cos ot' equ3.l',n ►. ► nt were used for the dry

grinding i:o:, t s:

(a.) A 6 ft x 2 f'i: II:11•cIiri,r,t ► Cuscr,d« mil1 with four peripher,-a

opc,n:ii;f;;4, on.clr cont.r_i.n.int; th:ix i;,y-.tiro 3/8 in. x 7 in. slots.

l'1 ► r nri:) 1,r 7:, (1(i ► (il-l-,ri wi.hk► 17rcm„o br.ished txsax•i.ngs which
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were lubricated by drip-typo oilers. A 25 hp English 

electric motor, connected to the mill by moans of a chain 

drive and a Winsmith H-51 speed reducer having a ratio of 

21.5 to 1, comprised the main drive for the mills Two 

9.5 in. x 11.5 in. pitch diameter  van i-speed sheaves were 

used to vary the mill speed from 18.75 to 28.15 rpm 

(the critical speed of the mill was calculated to be 

82.19 rpm, using the inside diameter of the mill as 

6 ft 8 in«). 

(b) A Sweco No. 18 screen with a 4-mesh scalping eieve over an 

8-mesh sieve. 

(o) A kilowatt-hour  mater  to measure the total power input to the mill. 

(d) A 12 in. Link belt conveyor. 

(e) A Link belt bucket elevator having a rated capacity of. 14 tone 

per hour. 

(f) A No. 6 Clarage fan, rated at 400 cfM and driven by a 2 hp 

motor. This was used to reduce the mount of fines present 

in the mill discharge. 

B. Wet Grinding  Tests  

Tho mill discharge  arrangements  that were used for these 

tests were as follows: (i) peripheral discharge only; (ii) half-grate 

discharge, giving a moderately  hi  gh pulp level; and (iii) full-grate 

discharge, giving a low pulp level discharge within the mill. 

The flowsheets used for those tests are shown in Figures 

2 to 4. Figure 2 is the flowsheet used for tests 1-W to 3-W, while 

for tests.. 4-N to 6-W, the floushoot shown in Figure 3 was used. A 
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slightly modified flowshoot, shown in Figure 4, was used for the 

fine-grinding test 7-W. In tests 8-W and 9-W, the flowshoet used 

was quite similar to that for tosts 4-W to 6-W. 

During the wet grinding tests 1-W to 3-W, the feed was 

added in the same manner as in the dry grinding tests. Also, the 

initial pebble load in the mill was made up of material left over 

from previous tests. In tests 6-1; to 9-W only, a nominal 1200 lb, 

dry weight, of pebbles was addd to the mill prior to the test« This 

pebble load acted as grinding media for the new feed. The weight 

was taken for material balance calculations. 

The mill discharge was  thon  fed by gravity to a Denver 

9 in. doUble-screw  classifier,  which was used to çonvoy the sands 

to a Denver 6 in. einglo-serew classifier, that,'in turn, conveyed 

the sands to the bucket elevator. The overflow from the first 

classifier was pumped to the bucket elevator by means of a Denver 

sand pump. There was no overflow from the second classifier. From 

the elevator the material was then discharged to a No. 18 Sweco 

8-mesh screen. The screen oversize was returned to the mill, while 

the undersize was fed by gravity to a Derr 12 in, single rake 

classifier. The classifier sands were collected in tubs, weighed 

wet, and finally discarded, while the overflow was discarded 

directly. 

Water was added to the mill at a controlled rate by means 

of a flowrator. The amount of water added to the mill was based on 

an estimated 3% moisture in the feed to  th o mill and nn estimated 

76% solids in the mill discharge.. 



Auri.ng each test, sam.t>1_os were co7.lectF3d for 30 sec

or 7, nri.xz intervals. Those 9amp1.os were used for dei:erm:ining rates

of fJ.ow a.nd for screan' ana_lyr,es.

An almost s3.milar proceduxv was used for wet grinding

tests 4T40 5-W and 6-19. Test ?-W was a fine-grindi.ng test and w7.l9.

be discussed separately.

The sampling procedure used for these wet grinding tests

was as follows:

i) Classifier overflow: for rate and pulp density,

every 15 min; for screen ana:tys:i.n, every 3.0 min.

ii) Classifier sazrdz, for pulp density, every 30 min.

iii) Screen oversize, with the oxcepti,on of -tests

4-W to 6-W A every 30 min.

iv) An a check on the pulp density of -the' classifier

sands' grab samples were tflaCen every 30 min

during the test period. These were weighed wet,

dried, and rewoighod in order to obtain the

moisture content.

In tests 4-1f to G--W, the mia.7. discharge was fed by

gravity directly to The bucket e 1A vator, and subsequently to a x,^ ft

x 4 ft double-deck Dillon vibra-L-.ing scroen. The undersize was fed

to the rake classifier, from which the sands wore collectedo weighed,

and then discarded. The classzfi_er overflow wa:,̂ then fed by gravity

to a Denver 12 in. rotary classifier, the sands from which were

collected and weighed, and the overflow was then thickened in a

Type 50 Allen cone -oracl also woiF;heca for material balance puxposes.

r

w

I

s
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The Denver rotary classifier was used as it provided a much 

• steadier overflow rate for sampling purposes than did the rake 

classifier. 

On account of their inaccessibility, neither the screen 

undersize nor the screen oversize could be sampled for screen analysis, 

pulp density, or rate  of  flow. Because the rate of flow of the spiral 

classifier sands was quite low, grab samples of the sands were taken 

over a period of tinte  during the tests in order to obtain pulp 

densities. 

Souples of the feed were taken every 20 min, to obtain 

a composite sample for a screen analysis. Grab samples were also 

taken for determination of moisture contente 

The equipment used for the wet grinding tests is listed 

below; 

•a) A 6 ft x 2 ft Hardinge Cascade mill having 

i) A peripheral discharge arrengemont. 

This arrangement was previously dencribed 
under 'Dry Grinding Tests', In the wet grinding 
tests during which this  arrangement  was unod, two 
of the peripheral grates were closed, to  pro vide  
a groetor retention time Cor the ore in the mill. 

ii) A grate dincharge arrangement for medium pulp level 

discharge and low pulp level discharge. 

The grate discharge  arrangement  consists of filler-
plate  castings  with webs and scoops mounted against 
the discharge  ho ad of the mill. The grate liners 
arc'  mounted on top of those filler-plate castings 
in such a way that the pulp paseing thrcugh the 
gratee in eeooped upJard and thon  discharges by 
gravity through the trunnion. There are two rows 
of grate liners. If both rows of grate liners 
aee used, the pelp :)evel in the mill ie kept low. 
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However, the outer (louer) row of grate liners 
can bo replaced by liner plates to raise  the 
pulp level to medium height. The 3/4 in. slots in 
the grates are arranged circumferentiallY. 

b) A Denver 9 in. double-screw classifier, used as a conveyor. 

c) A Denver 6 in ,  single-screw classifier, also used as a 

conveyor. 

d) A bucket elevator. 

e) A No. 18 Slue° screen, with 4 and 8 mesh sieves. 

f) A 14 ft x 4 ft Dillon double-deck vibrating screen, with 

4  and 8 mesh sieves. 

g) A Dorr 12 in. single roke classifier. 

h) A Denver sand pump. 

1) A Type 50 Allen CODO, Tnside diameter, 4.5 ft; height, 

5.0 ft; and volume, 26.5 ft 3. 

j') A Denver 12  in  rotary high-weir type classifier. 

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 

A. Dry GrindiuTosts_eith Poylpheral Dischare Arryement) 

Six dry grinding tests were performed, using the 

following conditions: 
Percent Critical 	Dry Feed 

Test NC. 	Spood rpm 	 Speed 	Rate 	 ihr 

1 	 28.15 	 87.5 	 4000 

2 	 26. 15 	 67.5 	 3800 

3 	 22.9 	 71.2 	 3400 

4A 	 18.87 	 58.7 	 3200 

4B 	 18.87 	 !,-;8a 	 3000 

40 	 18'éT; 	 1-)8-i5 	 2800 
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7'o:i t 3.

This test :tASi;oc1 for 2.0 hr, during which time the mill

spoed 28.3,5 rpm or 87..5;,/, critical spoed, and The food was added

at the rate of 4000 lb/6r,.

After about one hour of opnrati.on, a sharp drop in the

xead3.n;ns takerx of the to;;al powox, input to the mill indicated that

the mil1 was boiny, ovorloacledd, The food rate to the mill was

stopped for :7evora:L winutos to rel.ieve this overloading tendency.

The screen ovo1°s7_2F3 was S-aTnp:lod once prior to the end

of the test, for screen e.naa.ysis n.nct deterniination of rate of fl.ow•

Itayults of tost I are vumn:;zrizod in Table 1, along with

the results of the othnr dr,y g.ri.-nd:Lng, test.-,. Screen analyses of the

various products are given in Tables 2 to 5. (Note: The tables

are placed at the or.id o-r this roport. )

Test 2

During this test? the zi)ill was operated at the sams

speed as in the first test, but the food rate was reduced to 3800 lb/4ur.

The total length of the test was 3.9 hr, during which samples and

power readings were, t;^dren as in the previous test.

Tes t 3

This test was started using a food rate of 3800 Ib/hr

and a mill speed of 22,.9 rpm or 7L.2%, crit:i.cal speed. However,

the mill soon became ovex:Lo^vded, and tho food rate was reduced to

3400 :tb/4ix fbr the x-c:ina:i_ndc4r of the teste
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Test 4A  

,This test was operated at lower feed and speed rates 

than in test No. 3. Tho initial power readings were considerably 

less as compared with those of the previous tests, .However, the 

readings eoon increased, probably because a constant feed rate was 

not maintained. A resulting increase in the product suggests that 

the feed was added at a greater rate than desired, hence the 

increased power input. 

Test 413 

The same mill speed was used as in test 4A, but the 

feed waà reduced to 3000 lb/hr. However, the test lasted only a 

short time, .1.33 hr,  and the results obtained  have. little 

significance. 

Test 40 

The  food rate fer this test was reduced further to 

2800 lb/hr, but the speed of the mill was 18.75 rpm, or 58.75% 

critical speed. Tho run lasted a total of 3.68 hr, considerably 

longer than in test 4B. - 

Of the dry grinding tests, Nos. 2, 3 and 4 can be 

considered as the most reliable ones l 'for the following reasons: 

(a) The running time was longer. 

(b) Tho mill did not overload. 

(c) The  power readings remained essentially 
constant-after the test had boon underway 
for a short period of tin.  

(d) Ne delays or interruptions occurred during 
those tests. 
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Tabio 6 contains the rduction ratios, the not power 

consumption, and the 11()% passing sizes in tho food and screen 

undersize products for tests 2, 3 and 4C,, 

nO Not Crîndin Tostn 

1, With rovii?poral Disch.ârge Arranfr.cnnt - 

Tho se tests worn oporated undor the following conditions: 

Test No o  

Prolitenary 
teat 

1-W 

2-1.1 

3-W  

Spood, rpm 	% Critical 	Dry Food 
qn-ed 	Rate,  lbthx 

	

18,,75 	 56,,0 

	

28<.15 	 87,5 	 3800 

	

22,9 	 7102 	 3400 

	

28”15 	 8705 	 3400 
•••••■«••.•••••••••••••••••••••••■•••■••••••••••••••■•• 

As a proliminary test the mill vas oporatod at a speed 

of 18.75 rpm and fed at on initial rate of 2800 lb/hr. Because 

the mill become overloaded under thoso conditions, the food rate 

was reduced to 2600 and thon to 2500 lb/hr y  but had to be stopped 

entirely as the mi11 continued to ovorload. No samples were taken 

for the discharge rates or for screen analyses. 

T oot 1-W 

This test lasted over 6.3 hr y  using a speed of 28.15 

rpm and a food rate of 3800 lb/hr g  Comparod with test 2-11, the mill 

used less power in test 1-W. 

Test 2-U 

Toot  241 was done to dotormine the amount of power that 

would be consuffld at a roduood feed and speed for the mill. The 
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results of This  test, which ran for 4.1 hr, indicated a higher 

power consumption. 

Test 	produced a finer product in the classifier sande 

and a coarser one in the screen oversize. The degree of fineness 

in the classifier overflow was the same in both of tests 1-W and 

2-ff. 

Test 3-if 

The results of test 3.-11 were discarded, because the 

mill became overloaded and the test was discontinued. 

2.  With Grate DisCharm_Amna2m2nt for Medium Pul Level - 

The teste conducted with this arrangement were 4-W to 

84, inclusive. 

These tests were performed because no definite comparisons 

could be made between  the  previoun wet and dry grinding tests. It 

was also decided to increase the running time in these tests in 

order to allow the mill sufficient time to reach equilibrium 

conditions. 

The type of arrangement used allowed a moderately high 

pulp level discharge and an increased retention time in the mill. 

Gross input power readings and samples of the products 

were taken during all tests. As a check on the readings of the 

mill input power obtained from the Kuh meter, a KVA test unit was 

connected to the Cascade mill electrical power circuit, and both 

sets of readings compared. 

The testa were operated under the following conditions: 



23.0 	71.5 

27.7 

27.7 

86.2 

86.2 
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Test No. 
------- 

4-U /13-W 

6-W 

7-N 

Speed, 	Critical  *Food  Rate, Dry Feed 
—EVIL 	.11(e)(1 	lb/hr  	2212.2.112.2hE 

3900 	3760 

3900 	3760 

765 et 	737**  

rareleMleArIIMI I/«.•.••••■•••■■•■•■■••■■■•••• •1.0/110/1••■■••1«•■•••• 

*includes 3.6% moisture 

*A 
Sized  food;  feed rate was calculated from weighed 

products. 

Test 4-zW/5711  

During the first half of the test the mill was rotating 

in the wrong direction, as the electrical contacts had been reversed 

when thé KVA test unit was connected to the mill .circuit. 

The first part of the test was called 4.4f, and the 

second half, after the direction of the mill rotation had been 

corrected, 5-N. 

BOCRUSO the contacts had been accidentally reversed, and 

because neither test lasted long enough to allow equilibrium conditions 

to be reached, the results of 4-W and 5.N were discarded. 

Test 6-W 

• This test was performed to determine what effect the 

increase in speed would have on the overloading tendency in the 

mi.11. 

Every hour, during the test, the mill was stopped 

for several seconds and the level of the charge in the mill was 

checked. When the level became too high, the food  was either 

reduced or stopped entirely for a short period of, tins.  
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After, about 4 hr,  a  decrease in the power input readings, 

and fluctuations In'the mill discharge pulp densities and rates, 

indicated that the mill had started to overload. Upon completion 
- 	..• 

of the test, inspection of the interior of the mill revealed a 

layer, 2 to 3 in. thick, of finelY ground material that had become 

packed along the periphery of themtill. 

This compacted layer»  is thought to be the chief cause 

of overloading. The layer would act as a pad,'  and  a much longer 

grinding or retention time in .the mill  would be needed before any 

material could be didcharged. Continued• feeding during this time 

Would over:Lead  the  Mill,

Material  Balmice,,iTést  6-11' 

. 	. -'Product; 	 " • 	12e1•19111b_lb • 	 -  

(1) Material' fed-to niill , •(counted), 	-• 
240 tubs ® 130 lb @ $-e moisture 	 30,050  

(2) Collected classifier sands, 
30,260 lb: 8 75.8% solids 	 •• • 22,950 

(3) Spiral classifier àands ;. 	• 	• 	• 	• 	35 

(4) Classifier overflow,• average rate 
2990 lb/hr  8 9.3% solids for 	hr 	 2,640 

(5) Material from cone - 5390 lb 58.2% solids 	3 , 134  

(6) Total collected product Pk (2) -h (3) + (4) + (5) le 28,759 

(7) Mill loa.d at end of test: 

(a) Material removed from mill iu 2090 lb dry 	 I 
(b) Material packed in mill 	,- 605 lb dry 

Tot al 	n  e ro G.  lb dry 
Mill load before test 	'.. -1400 
Gain in mill load 	 ,=, U95 lb dry 

(8) 	. Total weight of treated products 	(6) + (7) we 30,054 lb 
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Test 7-W 

This test was a fino-grinding test and was performed 

for the following reasons: 

(a) To produce a finished product of about 55% -200 mesh, by 
autogenous grinding of run-of-mine ore. 

(h) To obtain indications of capacity and power requirements. 

During this test the mill was operated wet at 86.2% 

of critical speed, using a feed rate of 765 lb/hr. Also, the mill 

was inspected for overloading condition as in the previous tests. 

The flowsheet used for this test is shown in Figure 4. The only 

changes that were required were rearrangements of the classifier 

in order.to recirculate the rake classifier sands to the nul.  

A screen analysis of the feed was obtained. The feed was 

thon  screened and mixed in the sane proportion as the screen analysis, 

in order to keep a constant ratio between the coarse and fine 

fractions. 

Two separate screen analyses of the rake classifier 

overflow were made during the test, During the first half of the 

test the classifier became overloaded and the overflow contained sone 

coarse material. The screen analysis of a sample taken of the 

overflow during the first half of the test is given in Table 17. 

After normal conditions had been attained in the classifier, another 

sample of the overflow was taken during the latter half of the test; 

its screen analysis is given in Table 16. Since the amount of 

overflow material produced during each half of the test was not 

known, the two screen analyses could not he combined. An average 
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taken from the screen a1ia7,ysoY ehowmd that the overflow consisted

of 55.5f -200 ainslx roatoxiaa. ^ which was the desired fineness of grind.

During the -test , 500 lb of. -8 + 2 in. rounded pebbles

of Faraday ore were added to mill as gxinding media, to help relieve the

ovex,londing condition.

Ma:Loxin.l B-O.ancvt Test 7-W

Produ.c-t

(1) Material fed to znU.I,
31 tubs 0130 a.b P 3YO moia t uxe

Coarse pebbles added during test

Total feed 4390 lb

(2) Unfinished rah« classifier sands,
13.07 1b 0 90% solids (estimated)

(3) Classifier overflow:
(a) Collected overflow -= 3920 lb Q 73%

Bolidu ( es-txmated)
(b) piscaxdod overflow - 3000 lb/hr 0 8%

solids © 5.75 hr

(4) Total co1_1.ected 111ix.l. di6ch0trgo " (2) + (3) 5236 lb

(5) M:tI Z,oad:
(a) Material in mill before test 1.200 lb dry

(b) Matoxxal in Mill after test 465 lb dry
Weight reduction in mill ^ 735 Ib -735 lb

(6) N©t mill discharge rF (4) .. (a) M 4501

Food to mi.ll 4390

Excess material III lb

Discrepancy - 2.53/

Tota.a. finished product collected - total

Classifier overflow ^ 2860 + 1380 4240 Ib

Calculated discharge rate - 4240/5.75 737 Ib/hx'

,



IV

To;tt: Il-,l; -

This i:or+t: was condl.sr,9:nd ;s-iuz_i:l.w:l,y to test 6MW except

that the food w%►.:t :.'î.Ted and tue food rate was reduced to 2960 Ib/iax

from 3760 a.b/hr.,

The pc.ir1?o:,<:► of the test was 1;o determine Whet.h41X' the mil

would still ovoRoad when a Kzoii food was used at a reduced rate.

TO sclno .f locrshr,ot c•r.,s used for tests 80 and 90

as had been previously slood for t:os9:s 4M to 6-W9 except for the

Allow7ing changes!

(a) Only an 8 nle:yh scz°co.i1 was ►.► ;.:cd before the classz.f:iers,
insi:o,id of tksq n:-;ilc^^ai^•^ovek^f3^,mo;:tx aa•reng'Gln0tlto

(b) A Denver 7.2 :i.Aa„ rotary classifier was replaced by can
Alrita, 12 in„ spiral c"l.s,.:,^i.f:ior^

(c) A Ila.>.'dinf,o uloci;.ri.c oar with a i•lostoxs sound recorder

was used to record the sound le,vol of the mill during

the .La7t two tests.

(d) TO food was aadod. by hem.d, as bofom 9 except that the
rate of xoGd:i.ng was cor>,'i:x-oa-7.od by the observed power

readings correlated with the sound level xnadings. The
point at which overloading started within the m.i.ll
coL7.Ld be dc]i:oc 4o& Once overloading was thought to be

taking place, the feed was either stoppad for several
minutesv or vea conx•rso (0 in.) ►lzatarial was added
until the load in the mill x'oa.ched a suitable l.evel.

A graph, shoux-s in Figure 6, was made to show the

Variation of the rates of flou of the ►ldll discharge and rake

classifier sands, and of the power conr•u►r3d as the test was in

progress. Referring to Fil:;;l?r (Y 6, the classifier discharge held

quite stendi_1y at about 2900 M/1- ►'s „ The gross power input curve

indicates that the m_i'll bc► f;an to overload after Kout 5 hr of

operation, and ►ror,la:inc:.r.t. :i.xa 'L1aa1: ;l:<<t'.c for bout 2 hx•^ Overloading
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of the mill also took place before the test was stopped after 

10,25 hr of operation. Figure 8 is a sound record taken of the 

mill during the test. The sound level remâined constant for the 

first 4-1. hr  of the  test, then dropped. The accompanying drop in 

power readings indicated that the mill was overloaded. 

Material Balance r  Toot 8-T1 

Product 

(1) Mill food: 

(a) Material fed to mill, 
67 buggies 0 550 lb O 302% moisture 

Average dry feed rate to mill, based on 
10025 hr operating time 

(2) Mill Products: 

(a) Collected rake classifier sands, 
30,896 lb 80.4% solids 

Collecte cl  spiral classifier sands, 
576 lb  O 70.8% solids 

Classifier overflow collected in cone: 
3297 lb  0 69.2% selids 
746 lb  O 66.3% solids 
640 lb 0) 58.3% solids 

(d) Discarded overflow (based on timed rate 
samplos and moisture samples): 
3680 lb/hr 0 3.6% solids for 10.25 hr 

(3) Total collected product m (a) 	(b) 	(c) 	(d) m 
Rate of total product discharge m 29 757 

10.25 

(b) 

(0) 

30,350 

2,900 lb/lu' 

24,840 

480 

2,281 
495 
373 

keg Innr”...rmneen,• 

29,757 
2,900 lb/hr 

(4) Mill Load: 

(a) Mill load at  end of test - 1840 lb 

(b) Initial charge in mill - 1200 lb 
Gain in load 	 -ffl lb @ 90% solids 575 

(c) Spillage - 755 lb 0 90% solids (estimated) 	_680 

Total dry collected product m (3) 4- (4) 	m 31,012 	lb 
Total dry food to mill 	 m 30 350 

662 lb 
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Tent 9-W 

Tho same conditions and flowsheot wore used for test 

9-W as in the previous test, except that tho mill was equipped with 

a full grate discharge arrangement. Tho latter decreased the 

retention time of the material in the mill, thereby giving a 

discharge product coarser than that of test 8-14 as shown in Tables 

10 to 20, which contnin the screen analyses of the vnrious products 

for the wet grinding tests. 

The tent wan started uith an initial charge of coarse 

pebbles, weighing 1200 lb. The feed wan added at the desired rate, 

but after about ODD hour of operation the average power input began 

to decrease. Figure 7 shows tho vnriation of the. power  input, rake 

classifier discharge, and mill discharge during the test. Figure 9, 

the sound record of the mill for this test, shows that the sound 

level within the mill began to decrease soon after the test had 

started. Those trends indicated that packing of fine material 

insido the mill had started and that the mill was being overloaded. 

In order to prevent this latter condition, the feed was stopped 

for a period of hr, folloi7ed by the addition of coarse (+6 in.) 

food.  Also, the amount of water added to the mill  ras  increased from 

660 lb/hr to 880 lb/hr. Later, about 46  lb  of scrap stool was charged 

to tho 	However, the mill remained in a semi-overloaded state 

during the last 4 hr of the to:;1.. At the end of the 10 hx- run e  

the load in tho mill was dumped, n.nd a 6 in. layer of rolativoly 

fine material was found to be pac2:ed aloug the shell of the mill. 

A ammugy of the -ouït from thÀs test is givon in 
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Table 9. Screen analyses of the products are given in Tables 

10 to 20, and the calculated reduction ratios and net power 

consumptions  are  given in Table 21. 

Two observations concerning the last two tests (8-W 

and 9-W) must be noted here. First, the screen analysis of the 

food  used for the testa showed that  the  feed was much coarser for 

tests 8-1f and 9-1f  than that for the previous tests. Also, in the 

previous tests, the  food  consisted of a coarse toxnedium grained, 

lieht-colourod granite pegmatite; pink feldspar was the main 

minerai,  but quartz was also present in appreciable amounts. The 

ore used for tests 8-W and 9-1.1 contained a greater amount of the 

dark ferromagnesian minerals, such as chlorite and hornblende. • The 

light coloured pegmatite used prior to tests 8-W and 9-W was more 

brittle and fractured quite readily, whereas the rock used in 

tests 8-W  and 9-W was much harder to break. The characteristics 

of theso two types of ore would have an effect on their grindability• 



19,950 

562 

1,940 
880 

2,580 

25,912 lb 
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Matorial Balance Test 9-W 

Vroduct 

(1) Mill feed: 

(a) Material fed to mill, 
51 buggies  8 550 lb n,  28,050 lb 

(h) +6 in. food 	 900  lb 
28,90 lb 0 3.2% 	28,000 

moisture 
Average dry food rate based on 

10.0 hr running tiun 

Drz Weight , 11)  

.2,800 lb/hr 

(2) Mill Products: 

Collected rake classifier sands, 
24,697 lb  8 80.6% solids 

(b) Collected spiral olassifior sands, 
802 lb 0 70.0% solids 

(c) Solids connoted from classifier overflow, 
2809 lb 0 69.2% solids 
1301 lb 0 67.5% solids 

(d) Discarded overflow (based on timed-rate 
samples and moisturo samPles): 
(8300 lb/hi') (10  hi') (3.1% solids) 

(3) Total collected mill product t=i (a) 	(b) 
(c) 	(d) 

(a) 

(4) Mill Load: 

Mill load after test n,  3762 lb  0 90% 3390 lb 
Mill load beforo test ,n 	 1200 

2,190 lb 

28,102 lb 

28 000 

102 lb 

2,591 lb/hr 

2,581 lb/hr 

Gain in mill load 

Total (3) 4- (4) 

Feed 

Discrepancy 

Total dry product discharge rate 
.* 25,912 

28,000  - 2190 
Actual food rate 	--___--- 

10 



m 	4.03 

Not KWhAon total dry. product ,,, (0.746)(4.03) 	,,, 	3.01 

( 

	_ vp 

Net hph/ion total dry produut, W 

	

)

• 	 - V 	V-11.7  4. 

(3.01) ...\501.1m: \,(465 

\fridiT,i-  -1 	100 

io 100 
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Method of Calculation of Work  indor W.J  for Tost 9-W: 

80%,pasaing size in food from scroon analysis 	140,000 microns 

80% passing size in combined product from 
screon analysis 465 microns 

• 
Rr F/ 	14(4000 301.1 

6.88 RUh/ton 

DISCUSSION 

Copriso 

Of tho  rot and dry grinding tests performed in tho 

Cascade mill when ()quipped with a peripheral discharge arrangement, 

the following comparisons can bo mado: Tosts 2 (dry) and 1-W (wet), 

at 28 0 15 rpm and a 3800 lb/hr food rate; and Tests 3 (dry) and 

2-W (wet), at 2209 rpm and a 3400 lb/hr food  raton  

Tost 2 (Dry)  vs  Test 1-W (Wot) - 

Tho wot grinding test had tho following ndvantages: 

a) A finer SO% passing eizo in the scroon undersize 

and a hielor reduction ratio of 12604 as 

against 105.9 for test 2. 

b) A cmallex circulating 3.o7ld than the dry grinding 

f 	ve) r 7  the  eunount of —8 MD 3h material 

prosonl; in each te nt was about tho saije 

W. 
1 



c) 'Post l-11 consumod slightly less power than did 

test 2. 

Screen analysis of the products showed that test 2 

produced coarser screen undersize, coarser dust end coarser oversize 

products. 

Test 3 (12,1y) vs Test  241  (ttet)  - 

Test 2-W had the following advantages: 

a) It hacl a finer 80% passing size in the screen 

undersize, and a larger reduction ratio, than 

test 3. 

b) The circulating :Load returned to the mill, as 

well as the percent of -8 mash product present 

in the returned product, wa.s less than for 

test 3. 

c) Test 2-W .produced finor classifier sands and 

ove rflow pro duc t,s, but a coar ser screen 

oversize mate rial« 

liowevor„ the dry grindin.g test consumed less power 

-- 4.35 net hph/ton of total dry product discharge as compared with 

5.34 for test 2-W• 

. • 

Separate comparisons of the two dry grinding tests and 

of the two wot grinding tests wero ells()  made,  with the following 

re SU It ti 
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Test 2()Dry) vs Test 3(Rg) --

Test 3 con.sumod x-ess powjrl laad tha higher reduction

ratio, mid had a snzalleA amount of -8 masla product in the circulating

load.

Test 1-N Trlet VI Test 2-N (I1ot -

in test 1-Wa the nd.1l was operated at greater rates

of food end speed than in 2 H. It produced as fine xscareen

undaraiu+ product, and had the :aaare reduction xatio, but consumed

loss power per ton than did 2-N, However, the actual aanount of -8

mo sh material returned to the mill in the circulating load was

nearly seven txmos that returned in test 241.

Since all the tests inontioned above were run for

relatively short periods of tiire, no conclusions can be made as

to which test- was the most efficient. The results obtained can

only be used for comparison.

Test 741 required the lefzst gross input of power, but

sin ce the product dischargo rate was so 7.ow' the calculated not power

required was 8.13 hpb/ton of total dry product -- the highest value

of all te si: a.

Test 941 was the only wot grinding test in whâ.ch ihe mill

was equipped with afu7.l grate discharge aarrangemexatm This test s

when the mill was operated at 13Gs,2 ô critzcal apood and fed at 2581

lb/hr, gave the be;si, results as compared with the other teste.

It also consunLod the least pofrear, and, with the exception of

'Lest 7•41y had the h^glaes't• x^oduci;ion ratio. The nzodexata circulating



load produced in thin test contained the smallest amount of -8 mesh 

material, 

Overloading in 11111 

Mill overloading was a problem experienced in all of the 

wet grinding teste and, to a minor extent, in the dry grinding tests. 

However, it was not until the mill had  been  emptied of its charge 

after test 6-11, that the "packing" wao diecovered, As was mentioned 

before, thie packed material would decrease the grinding capacity 

of the mill, hence the food rate had to  ho  reduced. 

Power input readings were teen during the tests, in 

order to determine when overloading was taking place. In tests 

6 41  to 9-W, attempts had been made to alleviate overloading by 

reducing the feed  rate and adding coarse pebbles to the mill. In 

test 9-W, 46 lb of ecrap steel was added but no improvement resulted. 

The effect of packing within the mill has been quite 

easily explained, but the exact cause of the packing is not definitely 

known. To determine this cause, an adequate understanding of the 

mechanism of grinding thnt ic tfflring place in the mill is essential. 

Also, such factors as the speed of the mill, the pulp density 

of the charge, and the characteristics of the ore, should  ail  be 

considered. 

Tho following is an attempt to explain the cause of 

packing in the mill .  

The three nmin mechanisms of grinding in the Cascade 

mill are considered to be: (a) impact from cascading pebbles and 

boulders, (b) attrition of sliding pebbles, and (c) crushing action. 
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The main factors involved in the first mechanism would 

be (i) weight or size of the boulders, (ii) height of fall, mad 

(iii) velocity of the boulder as governed by the speed of the mill 

and the relative position of the boulder in the mill--i.e. whether 

near the centre ef the mill or noar the inside periphery. The 

two factors of Iteight  and  velocity govern the momentum. 

The second mechanism, attrition of sliding pebbles, 

occurs during oPeration. Tho pebbles thnt are at the periphery 

of the mill are oarried upwards with the revolving motion.  Some 

tumble back to break by impact, while others slide back and undergo 

attrition. This attrition probably yields very fine materials 

Any fine material produced by colliding fragments. would probably 

find its way through the spaces between the coarse fragments and 

collect on the inside periphery of the mill. 

. 

 

The  third mechanism, crushing action, would occur When 

very largo fragmentoact upon the smaller fragments. Centrifugal 

force.govorned by  the  weight of the heavier fragments would split 

the  small fragments into finer sizes. 

Whioh of the throe above-mentioned mechanisms in the 

Major  one  probably depends on the size range or distribution of the 

charge in the mill. Impact is probably more pronounced in the 

coarser sizes, while attrition and cruàhing processes talce effect 

as the material becomes finor. 

Summing up, packing would be caused by the fine materia l . 

travelling through  the  voids. The amount of this packing would be 

affected to a certain extent by the speed of the.mill and by the 
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pulp densities within the mill4 

EVILUNrJON OF RESULTS 

To evaluate the results obtained in grinding tosts with 

the Cascade mill, the work index, Hi , as defined by "The Third Theory 

of Comminution", is used. 

Tables 6 and 21 give the work indices, based on net 

power consumptions for the  complote  duration of the tests. Thus, 

for calculations of the work indices, average tonnages per hour 

are used as obtained during the full period of test, as well as 

power consumptions per ton. In this way, the work indices reflect 

the true picture of  the  mill performance as  affected by stoppages, 

food  fluctuations, and packing of the ground ore inside the peripherF 

of the mill. 

When those work index figures are studied, even 

considering that the mill performance wns often hindered by packing 

of the ore inside the periphery, they appear to be quite reasonable, 

although it must be emphasized here that they are work indices 

based on net power consumptions. What the actual gross power 

consumptions for commercially sized mills are going to be, the 

writers are unable to say, since the pilot-size mill used in the 

tests is much less efficient than a largo mill. In a letter dated 

February 12, 1959, to one of the writers of this report, Mr• 

Harlow° Harding°, president of Hardinge Company Incorporated, stated 

that a rule-of-thumb factor to use would be on the order of increasing 

the net horsepower to gross power at the mill eountershaft by a 

certain percentage.. Mr. Harding° states: 
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i'1cox Il 1 xâ.zag boi:l,roôxz 150 and

250 hp, th i,s wo uld bcj aor^0rrl1at ozz the ox dar of 11J
to 12%; lrh^.^^ for :six 1 £3' mî.ll, oon:;uan^.tz^; 600 kupe 9f
to 10%; and for a 22' mx:La-, conauoziag 1.200 1:o 7.500 hpp
tif.

Thoso factors are xouCh7,y -thoso That we we
in our ovalwa4 iorzs i: 'or our standard ^ xz^ ox-po^ 'It ^ons of
ball and xod nziJ.ls, and wo Soo no reason srhy thr•axe

ahould be aAY basic d:ûfaxenca in, a Cascade nxi.11, as

the same Uormral factors an to varying loading s, running
spoed:t, £,oar ratios, etcs, apply."

. the paarox coza;sumptiozl,z o.ppaar to be sa.t3.sfac-koxypSA.I.,-

since they ra£'l,-^,ct the ovorart conditions of the tests, it might be

zztatod hora that autogonous grinding is a promising tool in m:i.ll.i.zzg.

ZioWOvor, no do£âxzito conclusions shoix7.d be drawn till the performance

of the Cascade m3.ll is compared with the combitwd performances of

the secondary cx=ushor and the rod anzll.

Qr,onous crind1ng", Harlow Iiaxdingo(2)^a in articlo on "nixt

st a1:e s :

"The test unit sholAd be Of adequate size
to handle the cou.rs0 foad. Tests must bo caxxiod on
suff::i.r,i.o,ai-1y long , s^.^zd vritll ozzaugIa zzao i oxi al, to reaeh
the s-I;a.bil.ixod condition which resuUs after a31 the
rough edges are saort-z of f the 'food and the grinding
rates of dilCfo;rozxi ranges are osto:bl:ishvd„ A short
test u;3ua1-1.y indicates capacity rates that are too

optimistic." .

Thu:z, it can be soon that it will require a lot of

research and pilot testing on iladividuA ores before the applications

and the economic po,z s1bi1.it iocx Of auto t;onous grinding are Fu_Ay

evaluated.
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TABU I 

SummraT of Dry Grindin« Tnen on Faraday  Uranium Ore • 	• 

 	Tent 1 	Test e, 	Test 3 	Test 4-A 	Test 4-B 	Tent 4-0 

Speed, rpm 	 28.15 	28.15 	22090 	18,87 	18,87 	18.75 

% critical spoed 	87,5 	8705 	71.2 	58.7 	. 	58.7 	58.75 

Length of run, hr 	2.0 	3.88 	4.83 	2.59 	, 	1.34 	3.68 

Food  rate, lb/hr 	4000 	3800 	3400 	3200 	3000 	2800 

Average -8 mesh 
product, lb/hr 	3359 	3600 	3190 	' 	2823 	2420 	2440 

Total dunt collected 
lb 	 850 	912 	694 	' 	399 	260 	586 

Average dust rate, 
lb/hr 	 425 	234 	150 	154 	194 	160 

Average dust rate, 	 . 
lb/hr, from  timed 
samples 	 338 	187 	188 	174 	182 	167 

Total products, lb/fir 	3784 	3834 	3340 	2977 	2614 	2600 	' 

Average gross hp 	16.20 	18.52 	14,80 	12.41 	13.29 	12.11 
, 
Efficiency, ee% 	 76 	76 	79 	78 	78 	78 

I 
. Nat gross hp 	 12.30 	14.08 	11.69 	9.68 	J 	10.35 	9.45 
No load hp 	 8.26 	8,26 	6.81 	6,06 	6,06 	6.06 

Efficiency, '11% 	 65 	65 	65 	59 	59 	, 	59 

Net no load hp 	 5.37 	5.37 	4.43 	3,58 	3.58 	3,58 

Net hp 	 6.93 	8,71 	7.26 	6.10 	6.77 	. 	5.87 

Net hph/ton 	 ' 	3.66 	4.54 	4035 	4.10 	5.18 	4.52 	; 

Screen oversize rate 
4800 	3600 	2580 	1080 	900 	' 	1140 

' 	lb/hr 	 i 

l hene are mechanical efficiencies of the drive to the mill. They were 
obtained from prony brake tests performed on the same type and size of mill 
at the Hardinge Company's York, Pennsylvania laboratory. 



TABLE 2 

Screen Analysis of -8 Mesh Produmts Obtained fram Dry Grinding Tests 

Test 1 	Test 2 	 Test 3 	I 	les‘ 4-A 	 lest 4-8 	 'fast  4-C 

	

Bee 	Cumulative 	 Cumulative 	 cummiative 	 Cumulative 	 Cumulative 	 Cumulative 
Weight, % 	e 	

ia 	Weight, ,1,', 	a r 	Weight, % 	% 	3Teight, % 	% 	Weight, % 	e 	 e 	Weight, % 	e e 
Retained 	Passing 	Retired 	Passing 	RetPind 	Passing 	Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Passing 	Retainsd 	Passing  

	

1 + 10 	7.5 	92.5 	8.08 	91.92 	5.88 	94.12 	3.5 	96.5 	2.9 	97.1 	3.26 	96.74 

	

+ 14 	16.0 	84.0 	17.08 	82.92 	13.40 	86.60 	9.5 	90.5 	8.4 	91.6 	9.30 	90.70 

	

+ 20 	23.6 	76.4 	25.24 	74.76 	21.20 	78.80 	15.5 	84.5 	14.1 	85.9 	15.38 	84, 1 , 

	

j + 28 	33.4 	66.6 	34.92 	65.08 	31.48 	68.52 	24.6 	75.2 	23.1- 	76.9 	25.18 	74.84 

	

1  + 35 	43.3 	56.7 	44.32 	55.68 	41.84 	58.16 	34.9 	65.1 . 	33.1 	66.9 	35.04 	64,96 1 

	

' + 48 	54.0 	46.0 	54.04 	45.98 	52.72 	- -47.28 	46.2 	53.8 	44.8 	55.4 	46.20 	53.80 

	

' + 65 	65.3 	34.7 	64.60 	35.40 	64.00 	36.00 	58.2 	41.8 	57.0 	43.0 	58.24 	4 1 ,76 

	

+100 	70.9 	29.1 	73.76 	26.24 	73468 	26.32 	69.2 	30.8 	70.3 	29.7 	68.96 	31.04 

	

+150 	84.0 	16.0 	80.92 	19.08 	81.20 	18.80 	77.7 	22.3 	79.1 	20.9 	77.44 	22.56 

	

+200 	90.0 	10.0 	86.88 	13.12 	87.44 	12.56 	84.6 	15.4 	86.7 	13.3 	84.52 	15.48 

	

+325 	95.4 	4.6 	92.40 	7.60 	93.00 	7.00 	91.2 	. 	8.8 	93.8 	6.2 	91.22 	8.08 

	

-325 	100.0 	-- 	100.00 	-- 	100.00 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.00 	-- 

	

Total 	
. 

TABLE 3 

Screen Aneysis of Dust Samples from Dry Grind Tests 

+ 48 	0.2 	99.8 	0.2 	99.8 	0.1 	99.9 	0.3 - 	99.7 	0.4 	99.6 	0.4 	99.6 
+ 65 	0.5 	99.5 	0.9 	99.1 	0.6 	99.4 	1.0 	99.0 	1.1 	98.9 	1.2 	98.8 
+100 	1.5 	98.5 	3.1 	96.9 	2.4 	97.6 	. 	3.2 	96.8 	3.1 	96.9 	3.7 	96.3 
+150 	4.7 	95.3 	7.0 	93.0 	5.9 	94.1 	7.2 	92.8 	7.1 	92.9 	8.3 	91.7 
+200 	10.6 	89.4 	13.0 	87.0 	11.6 	88.4 	13.2 	86.8 	12.7 	87.3 	15.1 	84.9 
+325 	22.4 	77.6 	24.2 	75.8 	22.2 	77.8 	26.2 	73.8 	24.9 	75.1 	28.6 	71.4 
-325 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 



TABLE 4

Screen Analysis of Screen Oversize Products fram Dry Grinding Tests

Test I Test 2 Test'8 est 4-_ Test 4-B Test 4
tC l

-C

Mesh Cumulati ve
Eei ht % %

cumulative
Rsight % °.

Czuwlative
Wei ^tr % 7

Cumulative
Hei^st,p %

Cumulative
Tseight^

%
%

iveau=u
Heig^t, k 7

g
Retained Passing

,

Retained Passing Retained PassinRl Retained Passing Retained Passing Eetainsd Passin^

+ 3 /8
81 98 2 3.4 96.6 3.0 97.0 3.4 96.6 3.S 96.2

in. . .

+ 3
h 14.0 86.0 22,4 77.6 20.2 79.8 20.5 79.5 22.4 77.6

mes
+ 4 37.8 62.2 43.6 56.4 39.8 60.2 43...7 58.3 42.0 58.0

+ 6 59.8 40.2 67.2 32.E 61.6 38.4 64.2 35.5 65.5 34.5

+ 8 83.8 16.2 8603 13.7 80.1 19.9 82,6 17.h 84.Z 15.5

+10 96.6 3.4 95.6 4.4 84.6 5.4 96.8 3.2 98.3 1.7

_1ç 100.0 -- 100.0 -- 1C0.0 -- 100.0 ^ -- 100.0 --

TABLE 5

Screen 9aalysis of Combined -8 Mesh and âust Produats

+ 10 6.7 } 93.3 7.6 92.4 5.6 94.4 3.3 96.7 2.7 97.3 3.1 96.9

+ 14 14 2 85.6 16.1 83.9 12.5 87.2 9.0 91.0 7.8 92.2 8.8 91.2

+ 20
.
920 79.1 23.8 76.2 20.2 79.8 14.7 85.3 23.î 85.9 15.0 85.0

+ 28
.

29 6 70.4 32.9 67.1 30.0 70.0 23.5 76.5 21.4 78.6 23.7 76.3

+ 35

.
38 4 61.6 41.7 58.3 40.0 60.0 33.1 66.9 30.7 69.3 33.0 67.0

+ 48
.

47 9 52.1 50.8 49.2 50.4 49.6 43.8 56.2 41.4 _ ?R-6 43.5 56.5

+ 65

.
058 42.0 60.8 39.2 61.2 38.8 55.2 44.6 52.9 47.1 54.5 45.2

+100

.
67.5 32.5 69.5 30.5 70.5 29.5 65.7 34.3 65.4 34.6 65.0 35.0

+150 75 1 24.9 76.5 23.5 77.6 22.2 74.0 26.0 73.8 26.2 73.2 26.8

+200
.
181 18.9 82.4 17.6 84.0 16.0 80.9 19.1 81.2 18.8 80.3 19.7

+325
.

87.2 22.8 88.2 11.8 89.8 10.2 87.5 12.2 88.7 3.1.3 88.1 11.9

-325 100.0 100.0 -- 100.0 -- 100.0 -- 100.0 --
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TABLE 6 

Calculated Work Recuiroments frem Screen Ans sen 
of Tests2 send  

Data 	 Test 2 	Test 3 	Test 44, 

80% paesing size in feed, F 	90,000/4. 	90,000. 	90,000/4x 
80% passing size in 

. 	product, P 	 850,4- 	820,44.. 	'640/4 
Reduction ratio, R__ 	 105.9 	109.8 	140.6 

r. 
, Ni net hph/ton 	 4.64. 	4.86 	' 4.62 

W, Kwhiton 	' 	 3,39 . 	3.24 	 3.37 
Wil lewhAon 	 11.21 	10.27 ' 	9.31 

% critical speed 	 87.6 	71.2 	68,75 

TABLE 7 

Screen Analysis of Feed for Tests 1.4C  and  1-14, 

	

weet 	Cumulative 
Size,  in. 	% Retained 	Weight % 	% 

Retained 	Passim! 

+ 4 	 13.0 	13.0 	 87.0 
+ 2 	 18.2 	 31.2 	 68.8 

• 4. 1 	 11.6 	 42.8 	 '57.2 
+ lt 	 - 	9.6 	 62.4 	 47.6 
+ 	 9.5 	 61.9 	 38.1 

. 	 38.1 	100.0 	 -.- 

Total 	 100.0 	 -- 
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TABLE 8 

SttMilla.g_211eitLILIA.,91:11_.iding_1.211L.D.L.Far_Leatjlent_2..unt 

. 1 	nary 
Test Run No. 	 Run 	1-« 	2-id 

Speed, rpm 	 18.75 	28.15 	22.9 

% critical speed 	 58.0 	87.5 	71.2 

Length of run, hr 	 4.45 	6.34 	4.10 
2800) 

Feed rate, ib/hr 	 2600) 	3800 	3400 
2500) 

Average overflow rate ,lb/hr pulp 	2280 	3985 	4470 

Average % solids in overflow 	15.9 	8.8 	8.8 

Dry overflow rate, lb/hr 	 362 	360 	393 

Classifier sands, lbAu• 	 2100 	3743 	3230 . 

'Average % solids  front  moisture 
sample s 	 7667 	79.6 	77.6 

Average % solids from pulp 
density samples 	 78.9 	80.4 	78.4 

Net average % solids 	 77.8 	80.0 	78.0 

Dry sands, lb/hr 	 1635 	3000 	2520 

Total dry products, lb/hr 	 1997 	3350 	2913 

Average gross hp 	 13.01 	17.13 	15.24 

Efficiency,  *% 	 78.0 	75 	80.0 

Net gross hp 	 10.16 	12.87 	12.20 

No load hp 	 6.06 	8.26 	6.81 

Efficiency ,  9  lee% 	 59 	 65 	65 

Net no load hp 	 3.58 	5.37 	4.43 

Net hp 	 6.58 	7.50 	7.77 

Net hph/ton 	 6.59 	4.47 	5.34 . 

Screen oversize rate 	lbihr 	-. 	2740 	840, 

kBa.sed on York Laboratory prony brake test. 
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TABLE 9 

Summar;y of Rout its Obtainod from Grinding  Tonte  4-W to 9-W 
on Faraday  Uran luxe Oro 

- 

..  Test  - 	4-W 5-W 	641 	7-U 	8-W 	9-W 

Mill speed, rpm 	 23 - 	23 	27.7 	• 	.27.7 	279 7 	27.7 

% critical speed 	 71.5 - 	71. 5 	86.2 	86.2 	86.2 	86.2 

Intended feed rate, lb/hr dry 	8760 	. 	3760 	3760 	850 	3180 	3180  

Average rake sands collected, 	 C.L. 
lbihr dry 	 2310 	2530 	2420 	4400 	2425 	1995 

Average. npiral sande collected, 
lb/hr dry 	 -- 	-- 	..._ 	IOW. 	 40 	66 

Average classifier overflow, 
dry lb/hr 	 508 . 	497 	608 	738 	460 	540 

Increase  or  decrease in mill load, 	 decrease 	mer. 	mer.  
average dry lbihr 	 + 128 	- - 123 	-219  

Total dry product,.lbihr 	 2818 	3027 	3028 	738 	2925 	2591 

Actual average dry food  rate,lb/hr 	3760 	3760 	3170 	737 	2960 	2681 

Duration of . test, hr 	 1.284 ' 	2.0 	9,5 	5.75 	10.25 	10,00 

Average omen undersize lb/hr dry 	8500 	3500 	3625 	6820 	3390 	3510 

Average screen oversize lb/hr dey 	. 	-- 	eu 	179 	1480 	1450 
Average mill discharge lb/hr dey 	8510 	3510 	3625 	8210 	4200 	4180 

Total power consumption,Kmh 	 135.9 	52,4 	135.7 	113.1 

Average gross input per hr (KW) 	17.27 	12.50 	14.3 	9.13 	13.23 	11.31 

Average hourly green input hp 	23.10 	16.75 	19.15 	12.22 	17.73 	16.15 

Efficiency, et% 	 65 	71 	72 	. 68.5 	71.4 	70.1 

Average not  green  hp (1) 	 15.00 	11.90 	13.80 	8.38 	12.65 	10.60  

No load hp (input) 	 8.25 	6.81 	8.40 	.8.40 	8.40 	8.40 

Efficiency, % 	 51 	56 	64 	64 	64 	64 

Net no load hp 	(2) 	 4.2 	3.81 	5.88 	6.38 	5.38 	5.88  

Average not power hp (1)-(2) 	10.8 : 	8.09 	8.42 	3.00 	7.27 	5.22 

Not hph/ton dey product 	 7.67 	5.34 	5.56 	8.13 	4.97 	4.03 

C.L. circulating load. 

*The efficiency  cur e  of the  kph meter  ras  used and the drive-chain efficiency 
of 98% included. 



TABIE 10  

Screen Aneyses of Prodncts Obtained from Wet Grinding Test No. 1-8 

RAKE CLASSIFIER 	ANDS 	RA 	,,ASSIFIER OVERFLOW 	COMBINED CLASS FIER SANDS AND OVERFLOW 	1 	 SCREENOVERSIZE  

	

Mesh 	Av. C. 	Average 	Av. Cum. 	Average 	 Cumulative 	 Av.  Ci.  

, , 
, 	 SIZE  

	

Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Retained 	Passing 	 Eet?irad 	Passine 

i 
'  +10 	5.66 	94.34 	 5.1 	 5.1 	 94,9 	+ 3/8 in. 	0.73 	 99.25 

i + 14 	12.74 	87.26 	 6.3 	 11.4 	 88.3 	+ 3 mesh 	9.85 	 90.15 

1  + 90 i 	- - 	19.95 	80.05 	 6.5 	 17.9 	 82.1 	+ 4 	 26.75 	 73.25 
t + BS 	28.23 - 	71.77 	 7.4 	 25.3 	 74.7 	+6 	 52.35 	 47.55 

I +  35 	36.73 	63.24 	 7.6 	 32.9 	 67.1 	+ 3 	 80.30 	19.70 
t +48 	46,84 	53.16 	0.15 	99.85 	 9.0 	 41.9 	 58.1 	-8 	100.00 	 -- 

t  + 65 	59.57 	40.43 	0.35 	99.65 	 11.4 	 53.3 	 46.7 
f 
, +10-0 	71.01 	28.99 	0.73 	99.25 	 10.3 	 63.6 	 36.4 
1 	- 
, +1 0 	81.01 	18.99 	 1,50 	98.30 	 9.0 	 72.6 	 27.4 
i 
i +200 	88.96 	11.04 	3.95 	96.05 	 7.4 	 80. 0 	 20.0 
1 +325 	95.17 	4.83 	15.85 	84.15 	 6.3 	 86.8 	 13.2 
1 
1 -325 	100.00 	-- 	 100.00 	-- 	 13.2 	 100.0 	 -- 
I 	 100.0 	 .... 	 __ 
3 



TABLE 11 . 

Screen Analyses of Products Obtained from Wet Grinding Test 2-4 

RAIE  CLASSIFIER SANDS 	RAKE CLASS1.1.12R OVERFLOW 	comBrmsp CLASSIFIER SANDS Al)  OVERFLOW 	 scabzN OVERSIZE  
Mesh 	 Cum. Wt. 	 Cum. Ht. 	 Cum. Ht. 	 Cum. Ut. 

Wt. % 	e 	 e 	 e 	 e 	 e p, 	 e 	
,., p, 	Wt. % p, 	 r 	Wt. % e 	 fi 	sim 	wt. % 	% 	e 

Retained 	Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Retained 	. Passing 	 Retained 	Retained 	Passing  

+ 10 	3 . 60 	3.60 	96.40 	 3.1 	 3.1 	 96.9 	+ 3/8 	4.7 	4.7 	95.3 
in. 

+ 14 	4.68 	8.28 	91.72 	 4.0 	 7.1 	 92.9 	+ 3 	17.7 	22.4 	77.6 
meah 

+ 20 	5.52 	13.80 	86.20 	 4.7 	 11.8 	 88.2 	+4 	22.3 	44.7 	55.3 

+ 28 	7.40 	21.20 	78.80 	 6.4 	 18.2 	 81.8 	+ 6 	25.4 	70.1 	29.9 

+ 35 	8.68 	29.88 	70.12 	 7.4 	 25.6 	 74.4 	+ 8 	20.4 	90.5 	9.5 

+ 48 	11.00 	40.88 	59.12 	trace 	 9.4 	 35.0 	 65.0 	- 8 	9.5 	100.0 	--  

+ 65 	14.52 	55.40 	44.60 	0.1 	 0.1 	. 99.9 	12.5 	 47.5 	 52.5 	Total 	100.0 	-- 	- 

+100 	12.88 	68.28 	31.72 	0.2 ' 	0.3 	99.7 	11.1 	 58.6 	 41.4 

+150 	11.20 	79.48 	20.52 	0.6 	 0.9 	99.1 	9.7 	 68.3 	 31.7 

+200 	8.72 	88.20 	11.80 	2.5 	 3.4 	96.6 	7,8 	 76.1 	 23.9 	 . 
.+925 	6.80 	95.00 	5.00 	12.5 	16.0- 	84.0 	7.8 	 83.7 	 16.3 

-325 	5.00 	100.00 	-- 	 84.0 	100.0 	 -- 	16.3 	 100.0 	 --  

	

100.0 	 -- 	 -- 
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TAMS 12 

S051:90I1  AnalzaiA  of Mill Food -"rests 4-W to 9-W 

 	TETirrnwer:ii- 	£851' : 	9-N 
Moe 	 Culii 	Me 	 Cum. lit. 

r 	 r 	r 	r 
RetainOd 	Paseing. 	Retainod 	Passim 

+6 in. 	 8.6 	91.4 	25.0 	75.0 
+ 4 	 / 1 49 	 85,1 	.... 	. 
+ 2 	 30.6 	69.2 	40.0 	- 	60.0 	. 
+ 1 	 44.6 	55.4 	52.1 	47.9 

'- 	 54.8 	45.2 	60.9 	39.1 	! + 3/8 	 59,2 	40.3 	64,7 	35.3 	' 
* 	 ---- 	 -- 	-- 	. 

' + 3 mash ' 	 65,8 	34.2 	70.4 	29,6 	' 
+ 4 	 68.9 	31.1 	73.1 	26.9 
+ 6 	 72.6 	27.4 	76.3 	23.7 	• 
+ 8 	 75,3 	24.7 	78,6 	21,4 . 	 , 
+ 10 	 76.9 	23.1 	100.0 	. 
+ 14 	 8002 	19.8 	. 
+ 20 	 8206 	17,4 
+ 28 	 8503 	14 • 7 

4. 35 	 8703 	12,7 
+ 48 	 89,8 	100 2 
+ 66 	 91.8 	802 	 . 
+100 	 9306 	6.4 

+150 	 94.9 	5.1 
+200 	 95.9 	4.1 
+325 	 96 0 9 	3.1 
..325 	 100,0 	...- 

,--------. 
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TABLE 13 

Seumalelyein of Screen Undersize Product 

loot 	W 	 loo 	8-e 	 os 	.4 
mos4 • cum. wt. 	cum. Iii;------------"ezla. 

e 	g 	g 	19 
.Rotainod 	Panoin 	Retained 	Fannin& Retained 	Passim. ..... 	_ 	. 	. 

+ 8 	3.6 	96.4 	-ho 	.. 	0.07 	99.93 

+ 10 	5,66 	94.45 	1,83 	98.67 	2.23 	97.77 

+ 14 	6,36 	.91.65 	4.33 	95.67 	5.46 	94.54 

+ 20 	12.95 	67.05 	9.43 	90.57 	9.56 	90.44 

+ 28 	22.20 	77.80 	18.32 	81.6e 	15.96 	84.04 

+ 35 	34.20 	65.80 	28.08 	71.92 	23.33 	76.67 

+ 48 	47.20 	52.80 	38.44 	61.56 	31.96 	68.04 

+ 65 	63,25 	36.76 	49.87 	50.13 	42.76 	57.24 

+100 	76.95 	23.05 	59.67 	40.13 	53,26 	46.74 

+150 	66.00 	14.00 	A8.07 	31,93 	62.86 	37.64 

+200 	91.10 	8.90 	74.90 	26.10 	70.33 	29.67 

+325 	' 	94.65 	5.45 	82.00 ' 	.18.00 	78.03 	21.07 

425 	•  100.00 	 100.00 	.- 	100.00 	..... 
- 
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TABLE 14.

Sox^^c^aa lia^a1.1^a^ ^.f R71^:+ GLaan fio r Sand,,

Mo.:Ta Gu^noiJ ••^-.

Y. I
Retaiiiod !!assâ.nr"

'
Rotqincacl

l
Panâaa)K

jfC*
^

)tQ^ziRrad
^

lP1nsin

um. Wt.
^

Rotaied
%

Paoain

.,. 8 413 1-X) .7 ^.^ .. .... _..

+ 10 119 984i 6.5 !):)a5 2000 98.00 4 ,23 95.77

+ 14 4.9 95.1 10.0 90.0 5.90 94.10 10056 89.44

+ 20 10,05 89095 7.6el 83.9 .1Lc.''.66 87.34 . 18.29 81.71.

+ 28 18.80 81,20 2715 72„5 23p30 76.,70 28.69 71..81

+ 35 27.85 72.3.5 41.5 58.5 35.80 64.70 39.56 60.44

+ 48 40„95 59.05 5613 43.7 48.20 51.80 51.26 48.74

+ 65 54.48 45,55 72.9 27.1 62,54 37.46 64.,96 35.04

+100 67.60 32„40 84.7 15.3 73.,62 26,► 38 76.76 23.24

+150 78„ 20 21.80 92.1 7* 9 M36 17,62 85,90 14. 10

+2,00 85.95 74.05 95.7 4,3 89*22 107,78 92.30 7.70

+325 92.20 7.80 97.9 2.1 94.52 5.48 96.97 3.30

-325 l00.00 -^ 100.0 1 -- 100.00 »^ 100.00 «»
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TABLE 1.5

Soaoe,n Ann^i.yaisj of Spiral Mish:ifior Sanda

Moela Curo. ldi;,

Itotainoa Pan ,

.^^̂,v.
.

Ro^ained JPa,ei^lp" ztua2-.n,ad 1iz2ss3n _

Wt.

Ttota^.x^©d Fasn^.rz

+ 35 003 9917 0.4 99.6 0.6 99.4

+ 48 0.7 99.3 0.8 99.2 1.2 98.8

+ 65 4.6 9504 3.,8 9892 2.4 97.6

+100 3L B 68.2 6169 9301 8.3 91.7

+150 63.. 1 38.9 24. 1 75.9 28.5 71.6

+200 74.3 25s7 54E.4 45.6 59.1 4009

+325 83.1 ^.9 83.1 16,9 87.5 9.2.5

-325 100.0 100.0 -•- 100.0 ....

TABLE 36

Soroenlti.iaaj vi.o opa^ix^.:1.Çxas^sif 3.or Ovex:flow.

+ 48 0.1 9909 0.3 99,7 013 99e7 0.7 99.3

+ 65 0.2 9900 20.1 97.9 0.7 99.3 1.4 98.6

+100 016 99.4 10.4 8906 1.3 98.7 2.5 97.6

*150 2.5 97.5 25.2 74.8 2.3 97.7 4.5 95.5

+200 7.65 92.35 40.6 59.4 5.3 9.7 9.8 90.2

+325 23.60 76.20 56.8 43.2 17.5 82.5 24.8 75.2

-•325 100.00 -- 100.0 -- 3.0000 -- 100.0 -



T A l)Tg 17 

Semen Ae.).gyp.Elo of Spi.r 111 Cas 	(»cram Saapj.9_ • 
aiwn flustung_F:Ir 	0 • re err -vi 

(.;w0L:, K,› 	 -----r, -- 
No oh 	 ra Rot aimed , 	 Passim .  .. 

+3 	 0,3 	 99.7 

+4 	 0,6 	 99.4 

+6 	 1,1 	 98.9 

+8 	 1, 5 	 98 4,5 

+10 	 2.2 	 97.8 

+14 	 3.0 	 97.0 

.+ 20 	 4,2 	 95.8 

+28 	 6.7 	 93.3 

' 

	

+35 	 9.2 	 90.8 

+48 	 12.7 	 87.3 

+65 	 17.0 	 83.0 

+100 	 24.9 	 75.1 

+150 	 36.1 	 63.9 

' 	+200 	 48.4 	 51.6 

+325 	 61.6 	 38.4 

.425 	 100.0 	 ..... 
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TABLE 18 

Screen  Analris of Screen Oversize 

lesi-6-N 	 fee 	N 	 Tes 	• 	 lest  9-U  
Mesh 	-"elm. Wt. 	 um.  W. 	Cum.  

	

% 	I  

	

Retained_.21.91Lim,  Retained 	Paseing 	Retained 	1_,I.g.Èe 	Retained 	Passin. 

+ 1 in. 	3.65 	96.35 	 -- 	-- 	4.5 	95 • 5 

7/8 	6.87 	93.63 	 0.5 	99.5 	8.9 	91.1 

+ 3/4 	9.18 	90.82  	2.7 	97.3 	17,2 	82,8 

5/8 	14.58 	85.42 	1.3 	98.7 	6.8 	93.2 	28.1 	71.9 

+ 1/2 	21.90 	78.10 	4.3 	95.7 	10.3 	89.2 	39.6 	60.4 

, 	3/8 	35.90 	64.10 	18.0 	' 	82.0 	20.4 	79.6 	56.1 	43,9 

+ 3 mesh 	53.27 	46.73 	3692 	63.8 	34.0 	66.0 	71.0 	29.0 

+ 4 	65.77 	34.23 	37.4 	62.6 	45.2 	54.8 	79.7 	20.3 

6 	79.70 	20.30 	38.5 	61.5 	60.2 	39.8 	89.4 	10.6 

8 	89.99 	10.01 	39.1 	60.9 	74.4 	25.6 	96.2 	3.8 

+ 10 	96,14 	3.86 	40.7 	59.3 	88.8 	11.2 	99.8 	0.2 

10 	100.00 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 
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TABLE 19 
(Raie Classifier Sands 

Screen Analysis of Combined Products (Spiral Classifier Sands 
(Classifier Overflow 

	 fiiiireZ 	rew 	 oc 	8 .41  	'----  --Wit  9-1f  
Mesh 	Cum.  Mt. 	 Cum,  Mt. 	 CUU4 lit 	 CUM. Wt. 

Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Passing_ Retained 	Passing 	Retained 	Passing .  

+ 10 	1,52 	98,48 	2.2 	97.8 	1.70 	98,30 	3.26 	96.74 

+ 14 	4001 	95.99 	3.0 	97.0 	4.90 	95.10 	8.14 	91.86 

+ 20 	8.11 	91.89 	4.2 	95.8 	10.50 	89.50 	14.09 	85,93.  

+ 28 	15.09 	84.91 	6.7 	93.3 	19.30 	80.70 	22.10 	77.90 

+ 35 	22.30 	77.70 	9.2 	90.8 	29.31 	70.69 	30.47 	69.53 

+ 48 	32.76 	67.24 	12.7 	87.3 	40,07 	59.93 	39.64 	60.36 

4. 65 	43,55 	56.45 	17.0 	83.0 	52.04 	47.96 	50.35 	49.65 

+100 	54.16 	45.84 	24.9 	75.1 	61.40 	38.60 	59.080 	40.20 

+150 	63.05 	36.95 	36.1 	63.9 	69.10 	30.90 	67.70 	32.30 

+200 	70.29 	29.71 	48.4 	51.3 	75.59 	24.41 	74.40 	25.60 

+325 	78.52 	21,48 	61.6 	38 .4 	82.31 	17.69 	81.75 	18.25 

-825 	100.00 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.00 	-- 	100.00 	-. 
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TABLE 20 

Screen Anal;yeis of Cascade  Mill Discham 

---707à 64- -ri17/4 -7  o rinre: 	 riot:I-W--1f  
Mash 	Cum. et. 	 -iTL&I, TR , 	cum,  wt , 	Cum.  wt. 

• Retained . rainr 	Retained 	Pastille_ Retained 	Passin.g 	Retained 	Passillg_  

+ 1 in. 	2.9 	97.1 	 1.14 	98.86 	4,8 	95.2 

7/8 	-,.. 	-- 	 -- 	-- 	11.3 	88.7 

- 3A1 	-- 	-- 	 2.32 	97.68 	14.9 	85.1 

•5/8 	3.9 	96.1 	 2,93 	97.07 	23.1 	76.9 

1/2 	5.3 	94.7 	 3,42 	96.58 	30.0 	70,0 	' 

3/13 	7,5 	92,5 	0.7 	99.3 	5.76 	94,24 	380 	62.0 

3 mesh 	11.0 	89.0 	2.1 	97.9 	8.30 	91.62 	45.2 	54.8 

4 . 	13.7 	86.3 	2.9 	97,1 	10,70 	89,30 	49.1 	50.9 

9 	16.3 	83.7 	4.1 	95,P 	12.90 	87,10 	53.1 	40.9 

8 	19.3 	80.7 	5.2 	94.8 	15.45 	84.55 	56.3 	43.7 

+ 10 	21.2 	78.8 	7.7 	92.3 	17.15 	82.85 	59.0 . 	41.0 

14 	25.2 	74.8 	9.7 	90.3 	21.23 	78.77 	600 	39,4 

- 20 	29.4 	70,6 	14.7 	85,3 	2501 	74.36 	63.2 	360 

+ ZB 	36,2 	63.8 	24.1 	75 • 9 	32.62 	67.38 	66.8 	83.2 

+ 35 	42.3 	57.7 	36.7 	63.3 	40.56 	59.44 	70,5 	29,5 

+ 48 	51,9 	48.1 	5301 	46.9 	49.11 	50.89 	74.5 	25.5 

+ 65 	60,6 	39.4 	70.0 	30.0 	. 58.57 	41,49  J 	79.1 	20.9 
+100 	68.9 	31.1 	80,7 	19.3 	66.85 	33.15 	83.3 	16.7 

+150 	75.3 	24.7 	87.5 	12,5 	73,55 	26.45 	86.8 	13.2 
1 

+200 	80.5 	19.5 	91.8 	8,2 	79,12 	20,88 1 	89.7 	10.3 

+325 	85.9 	14.1 	94,7 	5.3 	85.10. 	11.90 	92.8 	7.2 

-325 	100.0 	-- 	100.0 	-- 	100.00 	-- 	100.0 	-- 



TABLE 21 

Calculated Work Requirements from Screen Aneysas for Wet Grinding Tests 

_ 

	

Test 1-7:1 	Test 2-U 	Test 6-R 	Test 7-W 	Test 8-W 	Test 9-N 	1  i 	.......... 	••••••■•••••••■■•.-- 

i80% paeeing size in feed, F 	90,000je- 	90,00?A4- 	92,000/- 	2,000/A 	140,000i, 	140,000i-c- 
; 
; 	, 
80-;,:, passing size in product, P 	700je 	700j.1. 	470,/4 	176/44. 	5294.4 	465/  

!Reduction ratio ;  Rr 	 126.4 	226.4 	195.7 	522.7 	269.2 	301,1 
; 
Pi ;  net hphAon 	 4.47 	5,34 	5.56 	8.13 	4.97 	4.02 
i 
€ 

Zuh/ton 	 3 3 34 	3098 	4.25 	6.06 	3.71 	3,01 

" 	 . 1U.te  1,7,7h/ton 	 9.68 	11.54 	9.68 	8.41 	9,00 	6.88 
; 	-1-  
i, 	... 
I>. crItical speed 	 87.5 	71,2 	86.2 	86.2 	86.2. 	88,2 
t , 



TABLE 22  

Pulp Densities of Various Products from Wet Grinding Tests 
C, Solids 

	

Test 1-'7 	Test 2-7, 	Test 6-4i 	Test  7- 	Test 8-'U 	Test 9 - 

	 L 	

 

R...::a cl::sifier sands 	 80.0 	78.0 	75,8 	78.5 	80.4 	80.8 

-..11 cinssifisr e:. -1.ds 	 — 	— 	57.9 	-- 	70.8 	70.0 

- Di -,. - darsizo 	 -- 	-- 	-- 	73,9 	42.4 	30,0 

-Drsizs 	 -- 	-- 	33.7 	84.6 	88.1 	94.5  

C" 	ir'!.7, r overflef 	 3,3 	8,3 	9,3 	24.5 	14,7 	8.8 

rilA di.: :11a.rge 	 -- 	-- 	72.9 	72.8 	78.7 	67.0 
— 	. 

TABLE 23 

Rates  of Discharsra of Various Products 
11_2(«M) 

Re:e classifier sands 	 3000 	2520 	2420 	44C0 	2425 	19 ..‘5 

Spiral classifier sands 	 -- 	— 	-- 	— 	40 	56 

Screen undersize 	 -- 	— 	3625 	6820 	2630 	3510 

Scresn oversize 	 2740 	840 	636 	179 	1480 	1450 

Classifier overflow 	 350 	3M 	608 	738 	460 	540 

Mill discharge 	 -- 	— 	3625 	6210 	4200 	4180 
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SicrG'can rIr7ciC'r 3i.CB,

C o/%C'c%C/ G-17 t/ we ^7iiE' c7i

1. 6 ft x 2£t Harding© Cascade mill with peripheral discharge -
4 peripheral grates - 32 (3/48 in. x?in. ) slots per grate

2. 12 in. Link belt conveyor
3. No. 18 S«©co screen - 4 and 8 m sh sieves
4. Link belt elevator
S. 3 ft cyclone dust collector
6. No. 6 Clarage fan - 400 clin at 4400 rpm

Fi e 1. - ra.owshaet for dry grind tests.
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1. 6 ft x 2 ft Harding° Cascade mill with peripheral discharge - 
4 peripheral grates - 32 (3A in. x 7 in.) slots par grate 

2. Denver 9 in. double-screw classifier used as  convoyer  
3. Denver 6 in. single-screw classifier used as conveyor 
4. Denver sand pump 
5. Minos Braneh bucket elevator 
6. No, 18 Swece screen - 4 and 8 nosh sieves 
7. Derr 14 in,  single rake classifier 
8. Type 50 Allen cone - capacity 26i eu  ft 

Elgure  2.  Flowshoet for wet grind tests 1-1,1  and  2-11. 
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■••••••• 0 
$creen ove re i.ze 

C /c7.3,s Mier- 
ee de, co//eÇ 

arerve,:yherel — 

Y 
C /es-sit:we - sandy, 

co //ec,ie erf c7,,cre mre.:9,4ed 

New  ieeed 
cr,r cbi wee e4er  

Mill 
!::://..5 chary e 

Ove  rf/ovv, 
co //e c 74e (1 and wely he a/ 

1. Harding° Cascade mill equipped with half grate and trunnion 
overflow discharge 

2. Mines Brenda bucket elevator 
3. No. 18 Swoco screen - 4 and 8 mash sieves 
4. Derr 14 in. rake classifier 
5. Denver 12 in. rotary classifier 
6. Typo 50 Allen cone 

Elgure 3. - Flowsheet for wet grind tests 44, 5-W nad 6-N. 



1. Hardinge Cascade mill half grate trunnion overflow discharge 
2. Mines  Branch elevator 
a. l&ft x 4 ft Dillon vibrating screen - 4 and 8 mash sieves 
4. Dorr 14 in. rake classifier 
5. Typo 50 Allen cone 

Flowsheet for fine-grind test 7 41. 
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- M.D. 4300 lbjhr 
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Full,  food rate - 3900 lb/hr 

_ M.D. 5250 lhAir 

_ Mill load 4" above trunnion 

- D.D. 3000 lb/hr 
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_ Half food rate only - 1950 IbAir for 80 min 
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11.0. 5100 lb/hr, sound normal 
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_ Mill load lovnl uith trunnion 
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_ Mill. mound normal for 10 min, thon  pulenting agin  

_ Dater inc.mamod to 1540 lbihr,11.D.  a  7900 lb/hr 

- 10.11. sound mannting 
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11.6. • 5720 lbbr 

11.0. • 4760 11//nr 

11.1). • 4460 11//br 

11.11. • 6060 lb/hr 

11.6. • 5730 11/11r 

11.0. • 4450 lb/hr 

Stop mill for inspection. Food  off - 1  buggy 1520-15130 

Start mill - load very low, Bono pocking 

11.0. • 4330 lb/hr 
Food ol'f 14440-15100 

11.6. • 5760 lbAar 

11.0. • 3480 lb/fir 

11.0. z1 3730 114/fir 

11.0. • 5520 11//br 

11.0. • 4080 lbifir 

14.0. • 4930 lbbr 

4260 lb/hr 

11.6. • 5950 lb/hr 
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46428-:Feed chute blocked, mill stoppod 
‘18:3211.. Start mill load 12 inchos below trunnion 
Food off - 1  buggy  

V 
..... utl .19 

/4:00 	 ,■) 	Ar:oo /4:0o  
.3)(1 

o a

1-Food off - 1 bu 

11.0. • 6440 lbAi

buggy  

_ 	 — Food off - 1  buggy 

-Start Food 
— 3300 J.b/hr wet (3180 lb/lir dry) mill charge - 1200 lb 

Klihr rotor - 436.2 
11.0. • 6900 lb/br 

G r-  03,5 /n/a u power , 	i/ovvarY.5 - M. D. = 	dischorye, /6/Ah 

Filuro 6. - Power Consumption  and Rato of Classifier Sands Dischargo 
for Test 8-11. 
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Figure 8.  - Sound records, wet grinding test 
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